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Report to the Vermont General Assembly on ways to improve and
strengthen the state designation programs designed to promote
compact development and the efficient use of resources
Report Prepared by
The Department of Housing and Community Development (DHCD)
December 15, 2013

Act 59 commissioner’s charge
Act 59 of the 2013 session of the General Assembly included a section that read as follows:
SEC. 14. REVIEW OF THE GROWTH CENTER AND NEW TOWN CENTER PROGRAMS
On or before June 15, 2013, the Commissioner of the Department of Housing and Community Development
shall begin examining ways to improve and strengthen the Growth Center and New Town Center designation
process designed to promote compact development and the efficient use of resources. The Commissioner
shall consider: reviewing and modifying the designation process; the unique circumstances of different
municipalities; how best to include communities of all sizes and growth pressures; additional incentives for all
the designation programs, including the Downtown, Village Center, New Town Center, and Growth Center
programs; the potential integration of industrial parks and rural development; and the protection of natural
resources. The Department will form a working group and consult stakeholders including state agencies and
independent departments, municipal officials, environmental organizations, developers, and representatives
from the manufacturing, business, housing, historic preservation, agricultural, silviculture, and planning
communities in its process to develop legislative and policy recommendations and proposed statutory revisions
to make the Program more efficient and effective. The Department will report its findings, legislative and policy
recommendations, and proposed statutory revisions to the General Assembly on or before December 15, 2013.
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executive summary

Charged with developing recommendations to
improve the Growth Center and New Town Center
programs, incentives for all five designation programs
and issues around agricultural development, industrial
parks and natural resources, the Department of
Housing and Community Development (DHCD)
set to work in 2013. From May to December, it met
with state agencies, stakeholders, and working groups;
followed up and ‘reality-checked’ suggestions; and
worked on program improvements.

In recognition of current fiscal constraints, stakeholders
generally offered recommendations to make modest
improvements to existing programs. One working
group focused on improvements to the growth center
application process after consultation with the six
municipalities that currently have designation. DHCD is
developing statutory updates for both the Growth Center
and New Town Center programs which will be proposed
for the 2014 legislative session. Top recommendations
most frequently offered by stakeholders for improving
the current designation programs included:

A six month timeframe to address the depth and
breadth of the legislative charge was difficult, but
thanks to thoughtful and committed stakeholder
participation, this report outlines recommendations
in each of the assigned areas. Some areas, like Growth
Center and New Town Center program updates,
yielded very specific recommendations that are ready
for consideration during the 2014 legislative session.
Others, like agricultural enterprise, set a direction, but
more work is required for specific statutory, program
or regulatory recommendations. Other key issues,
such as meeting current and future infrastructure
needs, had no clear, easy solution, but the current
available options and next steps are provided.

»» Increase the amount of Downtown Tax
Credits available for designated Downtown
and Village Centers;
»» Increase funding to the Municipal Planning
Grant program;
»» Accelerate state permitting and/or lower fees
within designated areas;
»» Create incentives for industrial uses within
designated growth centers; and,
»» Modify the triggers for Act 250 in designated
Neighborhood Development Areas.

The report is organized by topic area and identifies
the issues raised and recommendations made
through an extensive stakeholder process. A brief
summary is provided for each. A full listing of the
recommendations made, meetings notes and survey
summaries are provided in the Appendices.

Recommendations for agricultural enterprises along
with natural resource protection were broader in
scope and not as detailed. These included:
»» Retain Agency of Agriculture, Food and
Markets (AAFM) jurisdiction over farming
exemptions, but continue the discussion on
how new farm-based agricultural enterprises
fit into the definition of farming used in land
use permitting;

Two over-arching, common needs were raised in all of
the working groups and many of the meetings:
»» The need for state-wide data and information
sets that are comprehensive and accessible;
and,

»» Protect large contiguous blocks of farmland
and promote the farm economy to ensure
farms remain profitable businesses;

»» Stepped up education and outreach efforts
with built in ‘customer service’ check-ins to
ensure the outreach is effective and reaching
the needs of the audiences.

»» Explore options to address concerns that small
scale development is fragmenting large forest
blocks and critical wildlife habitat;
4

»» Consider updating Act 250 criteria to
recognize the value of large forest blocks and
wildlife corridors; and,

interwoven issues raised over the past several months
– from education to data collection to regulatory
changes and financial incentives.

»» As a first step to protecting the public and
existing development and ensuring new
development is out of harm’s way, finalize
statewide maps of flood plains, flood ways and
river corridors. Once maps are completed,
reach out to municipalities to discuss the maps
and consider municipal and state regulatory
and non-regulatory options for protection.

There is no silver bullet to address how to foster
economic prosperity and environmental health
in Vermont. The solutions involve inter-related
strategies including improved municipal and regional
planning, community engagement, education and
outreach, data collection and analysis, state agency
coordination and collaboration, state and regulatory
reform, and leadership and funding.

Other improvement ideas were raised and are outlined
in the appendix of this report.

This report provides a road map for future changes.
Some of these changes can take place quickly and
others will need additional conversations and work
to implement.

DHCD’s hope is that stakeholders will continue
to work together on solutions to the complex and
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top stakeholder
recommendations

INFRASTRUCTURE
1. Align funding, permitting and education to
replicate the successes of other rural states in
implementing small scale water and wastewater
solutions necessary for economic development
and support of Vermont’s land use goals.

10. Consider increasing the ‘smart growth
jurisdictional thresholds’ and mixed-use
requirements of Act 250 for some designated
areas.
11. Promote energy efficiency by targeting Efficiency
Vermont investments to buildings in designated
areas.

2. Increase education on municipal financing and
provide communities with tools necessary to
create capital plans that identify, prioritize and
fund the infrastructure.

12. Investigate how to increase the number of
accessory dwelling units (ADUs).
STATE-AGENCY COORDINATION
13. Continue to align state programs, polices, and
education with state land use goals and focus
state investments into Vermont’s designated
areas.

PLANNING CAPACITY
3. Continue to support the Municipal Planning
Grant program.
4. Update the Planning and Land Use Manual as
required by 24 V.S.A. §4304 and incorporate
the Growth Center Planning Manual.

EDUCATION AND OUTREACH
14. Ensure that education and outreach is conducted
in the major areas discussed as part of the Act 59
process – state designation programs, industrial
uses, agricultural enterprises and natural
resources.

5. Consider extending the municipal planning
cycle from 5 years to 10 years, with a mid-cycle
update or progress assessment.
6. Create a statewide implementation and action
team to assist communities based on the Vermont
Downtown Action Team (V-DAT) model.

DATA
15. Identify data gaps and develop a plan to fill the
gaps including: priorities, resources needed and
timelines.

HISTORIC TAX CREDITS
7. Increase the amount of credits available through
the Historic Tax Credit program to foster more
redevelopment and mixed uses in Downtowns
and Village Centers and help reverse declines in
municipal grand lists.

16. Consider developing a ‘data center’ where
information can be deposited, accessed and
shared.
17. Develop statewide parcel data that includes a
plan for regular updating.

8. Distribute credits more frequently to help make
redevelopment more timely and predictable.

18. Develop statewide LIDAR data.

HOUSING
9. Support down payment assistance programs to
help first-time home buyers purchase homes in
Neighborhood Development Areas.

GROWTH CENTERS
19. Clarify requirements and consolidate them into
one cohesive section of statute.
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AGRICULTURE
30. Retain the Agency of Agriculture, Food
and Markets (AAFM) jurisdiction over
determination of the agricultural exemption.
Continue discussions on how farm-based
enterprises fit into the definition of farming
used in land use permitting.

20. Integrate growth center planning into municipal
plans, and ensure they meet regional planning
goals and policies.
21. Develop an application process consisting of
municipal plan and bylaw checklists and ties to
the regional plan.
22. Combine the Growth Center Planning Manual
and Planning and Land Use Manual.

31. Consider aligning the definitions of farming
that govern state and federal laws pertaining to
labor, public safety, and land use on farms.

23. Provide education and outreach to communities
and developers on the Growth Center
designation process.

32. Educate farmers and communities about
permitting requirements and the benefits of
agricultural enterprises.

NEW TOWN CENTERS
24. Discuss New Town Centers in municipal plans
and involve a pre-application meeting with
DHCD staff.

33. Protect large contiguous blocks of farmland and
promote the farm economy by ensuring farms
are profitable.

25. Provide greater flexibility in the types of
regulations a town can adopt for the design and
form of development in a New Town Center.

NATURAL RESOURCES AND SILVICULTURE
34. Review existing studies and recommendations
to improve the Use Value Appraisal (Current
Use) program.

INDUSTRIAL PARKS
26. Provide tools and outreach to municipalities to
link comprehensive plan elements (land use,
economic development, infrastructure, etc.)
with implementation tools to support industrial
and commercial development.

35. Explore options to address concerns that small
scale development is fragmenting large forest
blocks and critical wildlife habitat, including
potentially expanding Act 250 jurisdiction in
outlying areas.

27. Encourage and support comprehensive local
and regional planning that integrates industrial
and commercial uses into growth centers.

36. Consider updating Act 250 criteria to recognize
the value of large forest blocks and wildlife
corridors.

28. Enhance incentives for industrial uses in
designated growth centers instead of creating a
new designation program.

37. As a first step to protecting the public and
existing development and ensuring new
development is out of harm’s way, finalize
statewide maps of flood plains, flood ways and
river corridors. Once maps are completed, reach
out to municipalities to discuss the maps and
consider municipal and state regulatory and
non-regulatory options for flood plains, flood
ways, and river corridors.

29. Consider developing a land bank program for
future industrial uses.
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program review Process

In June 2013, Act 59 required the Department of
Housing and Community Development (DHCD)
to begin providing recommendations to support
development in compact centers and an active and
robust working landscape. But one could argue that
this has been an ongoing process and a series of
conversations over the past 50 years, going back to the
work of the Vermont Planning Council in the 1960’s
and several groups in earlier years. A few of the most
notable efforts in promoting compact development
and efficient use of resources include: the work of
Governor’s Commission on Vermont’s Future in
1987, the Smart Growth Study Committee created
by Act 176 in 2007, and most recently the Council
on the Future of Vermont in 2009. The work leading
to this report was built on the hard work of many
individuals over the years, many of whom benefited
the current discussion through their deep knowledge
and experience.

with Growth Centers and New Town Centers to follow
the next year.
2013
DHCD proposed legislation based on the stakeholder
process. The General Assembly approved much of
the proposal and Governor Shumlin signed Act
59 into law on June 3, 2013. In addition to the
recommended statutory changes the act charged the
Commissioner of DHCD to recommend changes to
the Growth Center and New Town Center programs;
identify additional incentives for all five designation
programs and to consider industrial parks, agricultural
development and natural resource protection.
Before the passage of Act 59, this effort had already
begun with another round of inter-agency partner
meetings. The steering committee and various
stakeholder groups were reconvened and four working
groups were formed, with diverse representation to
tackle topics identified by the Legislature. Along
with a Steering Committee, the other working groups
included:

2011
DHCD, led by Commissioner Noelle MacKay, began
an evaluation of the designation programs in the
summer of 2011. She called together sister agencies
and departments (Transportation, Natural Resources,
Health, Public Service, Buildings and General
Services, and Tax) to discuss ways to improve the five
state designation programs. Soon after, in late August,
attention was diverted to focus on Tropical Storm
Irene recovery work – and the project was put on hold
for one year.

»» Growth Centers and New Town Centers
»» Natural Resources and Silviculture
»» Agriculture
»» Industrial Parks
The Department held twelve working group meetings
and over twenty other stakeholder meetings. The
department conducted a survey of people involved
with local and regional planning and nearly 200
responses informed these discussions as well. The
issues stakeholders raised, the hurdles they see and
their suggested recommendations form the basis
of this report. Meeting notes and survey responses
were made available to all who participated and are
available for download here:

2012
Inter-agency meetings resumed in 2012 and DHCD
conducted a program review survey to identify issues,
problems and ways the programs could be strengthened.
Over 300 stakeholders from around the state responded.
Survey findings were presented to stakeholder groups
for feedback and a steering committee formed to help
guide the process and recommend changes. It was
decided to first focus on updates to the Village Center,
Downtown and Vermont Neighborhood programs

http://accd.vermont.gov/strong_communities/
opportunities/revitalization/designationreform
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incentives and Actions
Incentives to improve existing designation programs

In the following sections (A-F), incentives suggested by stakeholders are grouped in broad categories. Some
are designed to improve a specific program or two (such as tax credits for Downtowns and Village Centers)
or all designations (such as planning capacity or infrastructure recommendations). Within each section are
specific recommendations for change and improvement.

A

infrastructure
Develop a long-term strategy for funding and financing infrastructure

B

planning Capacity
Support communities in preparing for development and investment

C

historic tax credits
Increase funding for Historic Tax Credits – a proven success in Downtowns and Village Centers statewide

D

housing
Improve the existing housing stock, increase supply and options for buyers and renters

E

state agency coordination
Align state agency programs to increase investment in designated areas

F

regulations supporting land use goals
Improve timeliness and predictability of permitting, reduce cost of developing in designated areas,
promote the working landscape and protect natural resources
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A

infrastructure
Develop a long-term strategy for funding and financing infrastructure

ISSUES RAISED
»»Many communities around the state do not
have the necessary infrastructure, (wastewater
infrastructure in particular), to support compact
development.
»»Many federal and state funding sources for
infrastructure are no longer available, Tax
Increment Financing (TIF) is limited to six
municipalities statewide and there are few other
resources communities can access to fund or
finance infrastructure.
»»Most critical infrastructure cannot be seen – water,
sewer and culverts – and therefore it is easier
to overlook their maintenance when funds are
limited.
»»Vermonters are concerned that their taxes are too
high and consequently local leaders are reluctant to
bond for long-term infrastructure improvements.
»»The majority of Vermont’s local leaders are part-time
volunteers. They often do not have the financial
knowledge, resources and capacity to develop and
implement long-range infrastructure plans.
TOP STAKEHOLDER RECOMMENDATIONS
»»Align funding, permitting and education to
replicate the successes of other rural states in
implementing small scale water and wastewater
solutions necessary for economic development and
support of Vermont’s land use goals.
»»Increase education on municipal financing and
provide communities with tools necessary to create
capital plans that identify, prioritize and fund
infrastructure.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
»»Existing resources utilized to establish
infrastructure necessary for a development pattern
that strengthens communities and protects
working lands and natural resources.
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»»Incentive provided for communities to plan for
compact development and participate in the
designation programs.
»»Greatest needs identified and long-term, fiscally
responsible decision making promoted.
»»Increased public awareness of the interrelationship
between infrastructure investment, planning for
growth and economic development.
OVERVIEW
Community surveys and stakeholder groups alike
indicated funding for infrastructure as the top priority
to strengthen Vermont communities. Small villages
have infill and new projects they would like to develop
such as community centers, restaurants, and senior
housing. The lack of adequate infrastructure limits
such efforts and shifts development elsewhere. New
wastewater rules make it difficult for redevelopment of
these centers and concern has been raised that these
buildings may become vacant and result in blight.
Consequently, new development is happening outside
of our centers, consuming more land, impacting
natural resources and weakening our centers.
Inadequate and failing infrastructure is the principal
barrier to reaching a host of state and local goals,
from building more affordable housing to revitalizing
our communities to protecting the environment. For
Vermont communities to thrive, recent increases in
road and broadband investments must be expanded
to water and wastewater. In particular, Vermont’s
villages tend to lag behind larger communities when
comes to this type of infrastructure and their long
term viability is threatened.
More than 200 historic Village Centers have no public
wastewater treatment facilities. And in many villages
redevelopment of historic buildings as well as new
housing and commercial development, is limited by the
capacity of the land to accommodate on-site systems to
treat and discharge wastewater. The top recommendations
yielded by the stakeholder process follow.

Align funding, permitting and education to
replicate the successes of other rural states in
implementing small scale water and wastewater
solutions necessary for economic development.
A number of states have invested in education and
outreach, planning for permanent management of
on-site systems, and used federal funds creatively to
enable smaller, decentralized wastewater treatment
options that are necessary for maintaining community
vitality. Vermont can do the same. Tackling this issue is
not easy, but is critical to Vermont’s future. Overcoming
this challenge will require additional resources and
discussion to develop detailed recommendations.
Increase education on municipal financing and
provide communities with tools and outreach to
help more communities create capital plans that
identify, prioritize and fund the infrastructure
needed.
Local government in Vermont is rooted in strong
citizen participation (most small towns are managed
by part-time, unpaid volunteer officials and less than
25% of Vermont’s local governments are headed
by professional town or city managers). However,
managing the increasing complexity of local
government leaves volunteer boards little time for
strategic or capital planning.
In many places, communities need help recognizing
which infrastructure investments are worthwhile and
necessary to grow jobs, businesses and housing that
Figure 1. Decentralized Wastewater Solutions
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can help their economy and their residents. Without
this knowledge communities can fail to recognize the
benefits of bonding for infrastructure maintenance
improvements, and only see the negative aspects of
short term tax increases.
DHCD staff met with the State Treasurer to explore
how the state could help municipalities finance
infrastructure. We learned that the cost of borrowing
money is at an historic low and Vermont has the highest
overall credit ratings of the New England states. The
ability to issue bonds to support infrastructure is not
a problem in most cities and towns. However, voters
only support issues they understand and communities
need help communicating the necessity and long-term
benefits of infrastructure investments.
To fill this gap, more state or regional assistance should
be targeted at community and capital planning.
Capital planning not only helps local officials identify
which assets need attention in any given year, it engages
the public and can help overcome the reluctance to
support critical infrastructure investments necessary
for communities to thrive.
In addition, improved local capital planning helps local
and state government identify needs and save money
by investing in maintenance that extends the life of
existing infrastructure and, in some instances, helps
minimize unnecessary expansions.

B

PLANNING CAPACITY
Support communities in preparing for development and investment

ISSUES RAISED
»»Land use decisions in Vermont are largely
implemented at the local level by approximately
8,000 volunteers, with very few resources and tools
to support them.
»»Many local plans and regulations are out-dated
and, if implemented, would not result in a land
use pattern of compact settlement separated by
rural countryside.
»»Reduction in Municipal Planning Grant (MPG)
funding over the past five years has made it
increasingly difficult for localities to improve plans
and regulations.
TOP STAKEHOLDER RECOMMENDATIONS
»»Continue to support the Municipal Planning
Grant program.
»»Update the Planning and Land Use Manual as
required by 24 V.S.A. §4304 and incorporate the
Growth Center Planning Manual.
»»Consider extending the municipal planning cycle
from 5 years to 10 years, with a mid-cycle update
or progress assessment.
»»Create a statewide implementation and action
team to assist communities based on the Vermont
Downtown Action Team (V-DAT) model.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
»»Increased capacity for communities to address
critical needs and meet statutory requirements and
strategies.
»»Municipal volunteers provided the tools to
make informed decisions and follow Vermontappropriate best practices.
»»More time for communities to implement plans.
»»Communities empowered to clearly define the
development and conservation they want and
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takes concrete steps to attract investment in and
around their centers.
OVERVIEW
A recent study of parcelization and subdivision trends
between 2002 and 2009 suggests that residential
subdivisions are almost exclusively reviewed locally.
Only 1.05% of residential subdivisions studied were
large enough to trigger Act 250 jurisdiction.1 This
finding is a clear indication that municipal plans
and their implementation are the fundamental
determinants of Vermont’s land use patterns.
While many of Vermont’s municipal plans originated
in the 1970s (required for federal infrastructure
funding), the current generation of existing plans
were mostly adopted in the 1990’s as a result
of Act 200. Today, 78% of municipalities have
municipal plans confirmed by their regional planning
commissions and 53% of municipalities have zoning
and subdivision regulations.
In 2012, DHCD conducted a survey of planners,
developers, volunteers and others involved in the
planning process and received 323 responses. They
emphasized the need for communities to “master
plan areas so they are development ready” and to plan
for the infrastructure that will support the growth
they envision. The top barrier to growth within our
centers was identified as the “ease of developing rural
lands as an alternative.” Respondents also stressed the
lack of funding and capacity at the local level to plan
for development as a major barrier. Meetings with
the development community confirmed the need for
municipalities to take a proactive stance in laying the
ground-work for development. As one participant
noted, “If we want growth in centers, communities
need to implement the actions necessary to allow for
and promote growth.”
1. Brighton, Deb; Fidel, Jamey; Shupe, Brian. 2010. Informing land
use planning and forestland conservation through subdivision and
parcelization trend information. Vermont Natural Resources Council.

The top recommendations yielded by the stakeholder
process follow.
Continue to support the Municipal Planning
Grant program.
In a 2013 municipal planning survey of planning
professionals, municipal officials and volunteers,
181 respondents identified the top obstacle to
achieving planning goals as “insufficient funds to
support implementation of the municipal plan” and
the top resource identified to enable communities
to meet their goals was the MPG program, funded
through the property transfer tax. At its peak, in the
early 1990s, the funding available to municipalities
for planning exceeded $3,000,000 (2012 dollars.)
Throughout much of the 2000s, Municipal Planning
Grant funding hovered around $900,000, before
dropping to $371,831 in 2009. Many stakeholders
have highlighted the need to restore funds to
mid-2000 levels. The current statutory formula
allocates 3.4% of the property tax transfer fund for
Municipal Planning Grants, with approximately 58%
of that amount redirected to the general fund.
Figure 2. Municipal Planning Grant Funding from
2000-2014 (2012 Dollars)
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Restoring funding to a level comparable to the
funding available throughout the 2000s with priority
given to implementation projects is an effective
way to further statutory goals and strengthen the
designation programs. Continued funding of the
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Vermont Housing and Conservation Board (VHCB)
is also key to achieving desired development patterns
and state goals.
Table 1. Appropriations of Property Tax Transfer
Revenue
FY14 as % of Statutory Amount (Projected)
Vermont Housing and Conservation Board

90%

Regional Planning Commissions
Vermont Center for Geographic Information
Municipal Planning Grants

75%
72%
42%

Update the Planning and Land Use Manual as
required by 24 V.S.A. §4304 and incorporate the
Growth Center Planning Manual.
This manual was published in 1987 and republished
in 2000. The guide explains how to develop, prepare
or amend a municipal plan, and outlines tools to
implement it. The guide, used by select boards and
planning commissioners across the state, is sorely out
of date and missing key planning elements added by the
legislature in the 2000s such as economic development
and flood resilience elements. Comprehensively
updating the guide and providing recent examples
of best practices will provide communities with an
invaluable tool that informs their decisions. This
undertaking also presents an opportunity to merge
the Planning and Land Use Manual with the Growth
Center Planning Manual [24 V.S.A. §2793c(2)] to
better address how communities can plan for growth
and reinvestment in their centers.
Consider extending the municipal planning cycle
from 5 years to 10 years, with a mid-cycle update
or progress assessment.
The majority of respondents to the 2013 survey
indicated that a 5 year planning cycle is too short.
A common sentiment expressed in the survey was:
“the current issue with five years is that it takes 2 to
3 years to update the plan which leaves little time to
implement the plan.” Some suggested that it would
make sense to have a 5 year ‘update’ or ‘progress
assessment’ of the plan. Additional outreach and
stakeholder consultation should be undertaken prior
to making this change.

Create a statewide implementation and action
team to assist communities based on Vermont
Downtown Action Team (V-DAT) model.
Given the limited amount of professional planning
staff available to communities across the state, the
creation of an implementation action team to assist
communities in establishing the essential elements
necessary to cultivate growth and investment in their
designated areas is recommended as an effective way
to catalyze responsible plan implementation. The
Vermont Downtown Action Team (V-DAT) – a
recent DHCD project – assisted Downtowns and
Village Centers impacted by Tropical Storm Irene and
proved effective in developing a clear road map for
revitalization. The V-DAT team showcased specific
recommendations in each community including,
marketing analysis, community branding, physical
infrastructure improvements, and strategic planning

with identified funding sources. Funded with federal
disaster recovery grants, V-DAT provided a model for
effective assistance to communities.
The V-DAT experience highlighted the effectiveness
of the implementation action team approach and
the need for creating community supported visions
that are achievable and effective. A statewide
implementation action team could lay the ground
work for the quality growth and infrastructure
improvements needed to support the economic
vitality of Downtowns and Village Centers across
Vermont. In addition, a statewide action team would
leverage state, regional and local resources to provide
professional expertise to inform decision-making and
guide growth and investment.

Figure 3. V-DAT Downtown Framework Plan: Brattleboro, Vermont, presented in Brattleboro, September 2013
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HISTORIC TAX CREDITS
Increase funding for Historic Tax Credits – a proven success in Downtowns and Village
Centers statewide

ISSUES RAISED
»»Investment in underused historic buildings is often
stymied by the high cost of code improvements
such as elevators and sprinkler systems.
»»Annually fire destroys vulnerable historic buildings
that serve as the economic and cultural anchors of
villages and downtowns.
»»Towns and developers alike identify tax credits
as highly effective implementation tool however,
demand exceeds funding (by as much as 3 to 1)
and the long queue for tax credits can delay project
startups by as much as three years.
»»Demand for funding hinders community efforts to
rejuvenate Downtowns and Village Centers.
TOP STAKEHOLDER RECOMMENDATIONS
»»Increase the amount of credits available through
the Historic Tax Credit program to foster more
redevelopment and mixed uses in Downtowns

and Village Centers and help reverse declines in
municipal grand lists.
»»Additional credits would help prevent more fires
from destroying buildings in historic Downtowns
and Village Centers and enable access to more
unused upper stories for office, retail, and housing.
»»Make
Downtown
and Village
Center
redevelopment more timely and predictable.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
»»Increase value of the grand list.
»»Strong communities that concentrate jobs and
services, housing and transportation options
within designated areas.
»»Preservation and reuse of historic buildings.
»»Increased private investment in Downtowns and
Village Centers.

Figure 4. Historic Tax Credits Transformed Hardwick’s Village Center
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overview
In the most recent round of allocations, the tax
credit program supported 31 projects in 20 different
communities and leveraged nearly $18 million worth
of construction activity. Since 2007, the program
has supported 150 projects and leveraged over $180
million in outside investment. Most of the funding
supported state-mandated code retrofits like elevators
and sprinklers systems that are cost prohibitive to
most building owners.
In a 2012 survey to determine how to improve the
state’s designation programs, tax credits were identified
as the most effective tool to advance the goals of the
program. The top recommendations yielded by the
stakeholder process are as follows.
Increase the amount of state Historic Tax Credits
to foster more re-development and mixed uses
in Downtowns and Village Centers and reverses
declines in the grand list.
A recent DHCD case study in Hardwick demonstrates
the positive impact of the program and documents
how the program dramatically increased the value
of the grand list. A similar case study about the
program’s impact in Barre echoes those findings.

Additional credits would help prevent more fires
from destroying buildings in historic Downtowns
and Village Centers and enable access to more
unused upper stories for office, retail, and housing.
Since 2000, Vermont has had more than a dozen
significant downtown fires causing tens of millions
of dollars of damage and taking at least three lives.
The fires have destroyed critical community assets that
must be rebuilt to keep a downtown economically
viable. These rebuilding efforts are rarely possible
without significant subsidy from the state and federal
government. Proactive investment in sprinkler systems
saves lives and money.
Make Downtown and village center
redevelopment more timely and predictable.
The Downtown and Village Tax Credit program
initially funded projects on a monthly basis. Since
2002, demand for the credits has outstripped their
availability by as much as 3-1. Consequently, credits
are now allocated at the start of the fiscal year. Projects
are often put on hold until funding becomes available.
Vermont’s short building season and narrow margins
mean delays are costly and can prevent projects from
going forward. Additional funding would help make
redevelopment more timely and predictable.

Figure 5. Historic Tax Credits Facilitate Redevelopment and Increases the Grand List in Hardwick
Hardwick Inn - 1 North Main Street

Bemis Block - 73 South Main Street

Grand List After
$797,400

Grand List After
$583,300
Grand List Before
$147,800

Grand List Before
$257,800
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D

HOUSING
Improve the existing housing stock, increase supply and options for buyers and renters

ISSUES RAISED
»»Employers sometimes cannot attract workers due
to the quality of housing stock, limited housing
supply and high cost of both rental and ownership.
»»Cost to develop housing in designated areas is
more expensive than developing housing in rural
areas where land and permitting costs are less.
»»Existing housing in and around many designated
Downtowns and Village Centers is often in need
of repair and would benefit from weatherization,
energy efficiency upgrades and general
modernization.
TOP STAKEHOLDER RECOMMENDATIONS
»»Support down payment assistance programs to
help first-time home buyers purchase homes in
Neighborhood Development Areas.
»»Consider increasing the “smart growth
jurisdictional
thresholds”
and
mixed-use
requirements of Act 250 for some designated areas.
»»Promote energy efficiency by targeting Efficiency
Vermont investments to buildings in designated
areas.
»»Investigate how to increase the number of accessory
dwelling units (ADUs).

close to job centers and services and also aligns
with the State Comprehensive Energy Plan.
»»Expanded supply of energy efficient housing units
in designated areas helping residents save money.
»»Expanded housing choice and affordability.
OVERVIEW
In 2012, DHCD conducted a survey of planners,
developers, volunteers and others involved in the
planning process and received 323 responses.
When asked what the ‘biggest issue facing their
community,’ respondent reported housing needs
were the top concern. Specific needs varied across the
state but most comments noted the limited supply
and substandard quality of the existing stock in and
around downtowns. Suggestions to increase housing
from developers and municipalities focused on ways
to streamline the state and local permit process and
target infrastructure investments in designated areas
(see Regulations Supporting Land Use Goals section of
this report).
Figure 6. Word Cloud Summary of Responses to
Question: “What is the most important growth or
revitalization issue facing your community in the
next 20 years?”

POTENTIAL BENEFITS
»»Strengthen communities by locating more housing
options near transit, jobs, shops, schools and other
community services.
»»Concentrated development in places with existing
infrastructure reduces long-term infrastructure
maintenance costs.
»»Decreased commute times, cost and automobile
dependence by allowing more Vermonters to live
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The top recommendations yielded by the stakeholder
process follow.

Support down payment assistance programs to
help first-time home buyers purchase buildings in
designated areas.
Vermont is an expensive place to rent housing and in
many instances, the cost of monthly rent is similar
to what individuals would pay to own a home. One
of the most difficult barriers to home ownership is
saving money to cover the down payment and closing
costs. However, this idea needs further exploration
and conversation.
Consider modification of the smart growth
mixed-use and ‘mixed income’ jurisdictional
thresholds for Downtowns, Growth Centers and
Neighborhood Development Areas.
The smart growth jurisdictional thresholds exempt
qualified mixed-use and ‘mixed-income’ housing
developments from Act 250 review. Currently these
thresholds cap the number of units based on the size
of the community. However, the unit caps are not
working as envisioned, as the numbers are arbitrary
and do not consider the size of parcels. In some cases,
developers have decreased the density of development
to stay under the cap and qualify for the exemption.
Developer and builders also identified issues with the
mixed-income requirements. While they support
the goal of this requirement, they have found that
they do not work well for rental housing. Relaxing
these requirements could help build more housing
in designated areas, but additional review and
stakeholder consultation is necessary.
Promote energy efficiency by targeting Efficiency
Vermont investments to buildings in designated
areas.
This idea requires no additional funding and received
widespread support among the stakeholders. Staff
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discussed this idea with the leadership of the Vermont
Energy Investment Corporation (VEIC) and the
Public Service Department (PSD). Investment
program targets are set through 2014; however, the
PSD is exploring options to implement this idea in
2015.
Investigate how to increase the number of
accessory dwelling units (ADUs) in designated
areas.
Also known as “mother-in-law apartments,”
ADUs typically cost less than a new single-family
home, which can make them one of the most costeffective ways to increase housing options in existing
neighborhoods.
Contrary to years past, homebuilders note a
growing demand for housing within walking
distance to services and amenities. Changing market
preferences and aging demographics make ADUs
desirable to both young adults just entering the
workforce as well as seniors who may want to live
close to family members and services. In addition
to increasing the supply of housing, ADUs help
homeowners with extra income to offset increases
in the cost of living.
Communities like Brattleboro and Montpelier have
actively encouraged the creation of ADUs with
programs designed to support homeowners through
the permitting and renovation process. Working to
expand this program to other communities could
help address the state’s housing shortage. DHCD will
work with the Vermont Housing and Conservation
Board (VHCB) to review these and other programs
and make recommendations on ways to encourage
more ADUs in designated areas.

E

STATE AGENCY coordination
Align state agency programs to increase investment in designated areas

Issues Raised
»»If developed in isolation, state agency policies and
programs can work against, be inconsistent with,
or undermine each other. Conflicts can diminish
the ability to meet state goals and result in missed
opportunities to use limited resources efficiently
and effectively.
»»State agency coordination is critical to successful
redevelopment, new development and investments
in our designated areas and protection of natural
resources and productive agricultural lands.
TOP STAKEHOLDER RECOMMENDATIONS
»»Continue to align state programs, polices, and
education with state land use goals and focus state
investments into Vermont’s designated areas.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
»»Alignment results in more efficient and effective
use of limited resources.
»»Concentrating state investments in compact centers
is a key incentive for the designation programs
and helps catalyze economic development, build
strong communities and benefits the long term
fiscal health of Vermont.
»»Improved customer service for communities.
OVERVIEW
In 1988, Act 200 required all state agencies whose
activities affect land use to prepare state agency
plans. After two cycles of plans, in 1994-95, “the
state agency planning process died of its own weight,
lack of funding resources and results.”1 A number of
important lessons were learned:
1. The process emphasized having individual
agencies demonstrate their compliance, rather
than having agencies work together to identify
problems and find solutions.

1. Department of Housing and Community Affairs, 2003. Status
Report: 15 Years after Act 200.
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2. The process placed broad focus on every agency
activity rather than focusing on actions that
would have the most impact in achieving state
land use goals.
Keeping these lessons in mind and recognizing the
limited financial resources available to the state,
another formalized process of comprehensive
reporting and planning across 19 state agencies is not
recommended. Rather, the state should continue the
current practice of frequent communication between
agency leaders and peer-to-peer and work towards
tackling key issues that have the most impact. In the
past two years the state has made great strides in policy
coordination around our land use goals, supporting
our designation programs and considering smart
growth principles, as evidenced in the reports by
the Agency of Transportation (AOT), Strengthening
Vermont’s Economy by Integrating Transportation and
Smart Growth Policy; the Department of Health’s,
Complete Streets Guide for Vermont Communities; the
Public Service Department’s, Total Energy Study, and
the decisions made by the Department of Buildings
and General Services to locate office buildings in
downtown Barre and St. Albans.
The co-location of the AOT, the Agency of Natural
Resources (ANR) and the Agency of Commerce and
Community Development (ACCD) has also notably
increased inter-agency communication and enabled
valuable discussions around infrastructure and
regulatory reform. Inter-agency work continues on
major issues such as electric vehicle charging stations,
wastewater infrastructure, flood regulations, level of
service standards for transportation and streetscape
amenities in villages/downtowns, and a statewide
comprehensive economic development strategy.
Rather than producing separate comprehensive plans
for every agency, DHCD is working on coordinating
an assessment of the state of land use in Vermont that
compiles key indicators and measures being tracked
by different agencies [see Data and Information
section of this report.]

F

Regulations supporting
land use goals

Improve timeliness and predictability of permitting, reduce cost of developing in designated
centers, promote the working landscape and protect natural resources

ISSUES RAISED
»»State regulatory framework (Act 250 and State
permitting) needs updating to reduce the
pressure of development on rural areas, in part,
by streamlining the permit process and cost of
developing in designated areas.
»»Local development review can be slow,
unpredictable, and inconsistent which can add
cost to development.
»»Outdated local requirements for excessive
parking, overly-wide streets, impact fees, and
low densities add to the cost of development (in
some cases several thousand dollars per housing
unit) and result in underutilized space and autooriented development that is out of character with
Vermont’s brand.
»»State and local permitting requirements are
sometimes redundant – adding cost with benefits
that may not be clear to applicants.
TOP STAKEHOLDER RECOMMENDATIONS
»»Improve the predictability and timeliness of state
permitting in designated areas.
»»Reduce the cost of agricultural soil mitigation in
designated areas and allow off-site mitigation.
»»Provide permit training on filing complete permit
applications to speed approvals.
»»Create a single point of contact to coordinate and
accelerate state permitting for large projects.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
»»Condensed timelines and reduced costs in the
permitting process for development in designated
areas.
»»Reduced development pressure on greenfields and
working lands.
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»»Concentrated development where infrastructure,
jobs, services and transportation options exist.
»»Reduced development costs make housing and
commercial space more affordable.
OVERVIEW
Since the 1970s, the state has promoted development
policies and programs intended to enhance Vermont’s
historic development pattern of compact centers
connected by rural lands. However, the results of
these efforts are mixed and it is clear that regulations
can be improved to direct more growth toward
designated areas and protect our working lands and
natural resources.
Developers explained that building in designated areas
tends to be more expensive than building in greenfields
due to land costs, coordinating infrastructure
and shared facilities, staging construction in tight
locations, greater need for creative design solutions,
and meeting the concerns of a larger number of
neighboring landowners. Greenfield development
usually presents fewer constraints, reducing the
time and cost of development. When Vermont’s
permitting process treats development in designated
centers the same as development in a farm field or on
a rural hilltop, it tips development decisions decisively
in favor of greenfield development and away from
designated centers.
Diverse stakeholders, including the Home Builders
and Remodelers Association of Northern Vermont,
the Vermont Chamber of Commerce, Conservation
Law Foundation and Vermont Natural Resource
Council agreed there is a need to review the state’s
regulatory framework to ensure that development
in designated areas meets standards, but is not more
difficult and costly than development in rural areas.
The result would be a healthy balance between
development, environmental quality and economic
health.

Top suggestions on the topic are noted below.
Improve the predictability and timeliness of state
permitting in designated areas.
DHCD continues to work with its partners to follow
up and address these ideas. Unfortunately, there was
not enough time to arrive at a consensus on these
suggested recommendations.
»»Eliminate the state and local permitting
loop. Developers described situations where
minor changes required by state-level permits
trigger a return to local development review
process for permit amendments, costing time
and money. Developers believe better state and
local coordination would reduce the cost of
development. Local permitting was also raised
as an issue, however, this report focused on
recommending changes to state permitting.
»»Reduce the cost of mitigation for impacts on
agricultural soils and allow off-site mitigation.
Developers and municipalities would also like
to see increased flexibility for mitigating the loss
of primary agricultural soils in Downtowns and
Growth Centers.
»»Accept more vehicle congestion in designated
centers. Level of service (LOS) grades are used
to prioritize transportation improvements and
can result in developers limiting the scale of
development or can push them to greenfield
areas with more roadway capacity. Accepting
more congestion in designated areas can help
reduce the cost of development and help promote
transportation alternatives. Existing Act 250 case
law allows more congestion in these areas, but
codifying this practice by rule would make this
policy explicit.
»»Consider a proportionate fair‐share mechanism
to spread the cost of transportation improvements
across multiple projects. Development subject
to Act 250 review needs to address traffic impacts
on intersections and other facilities affected
by increased traffic, but currently there is no
mechanism to address traffic impacts cumulatively.
This means that the “last one in” (the development
project that triggers a turn lane or traffic light)
has to pay for improvements that previous
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projects helped make necessary. The Agency of
Transportation (AOT) and Natural Resources
Board (NRB) is leading a stakeholder process to
arrive at a mechanism for more fairly sharing the
cost of transportation improvements in developing
areas.
»»Remove Act 250 jurisdiction in designated
Downtowns and streamline Act 250 in
Growth Centers. Many stakeholders believe
that municipalities with designated Downtowns
and growth centers already have the staff and
regulations in place to adequately review the
impacts of development. As a result, these
stakeholders questioned whether the benefits of
requiring additional state level Act 250 review
in these locations justify the additional time
and costs of potentially duplicative processes.
Alternatively, other stakeholders expressed
concerns that eliminating layers of review could
weaken protections for key resources and not
adequately address state and regional issues.
Stakeholders also identified the need to support
development in existing areas, retrofit autooriented, strip development and ensure multimodal transportation options.
»»Work to review and streamline the state
permit process is underway. The Department of
Environmental Conservation (DEC) is currently
implementing its Business Transformation
Initiative to bring the lean manufacturing model
to the environmental regulatory process, including
permitting, grants administration, outreach and
technical assistance. A principle area of focus for
this process will be reducing permit-processing
times for water, waste water, wetlands, and storm
water. DEC is also exploring ways to reduce costs
and redundancy in state waste-water connection
permits for projects in downtowns.
Provide permit training on filing complete permit
applications to speed approvals
State permit approvals are frequently delayed due
to missing or incomplete information in permit
applications. In order to eliminate lost time and
increased costs resulting from back and forth
communications to complete permit applications,
state agencies will work to provide enhanced

training and technical assistance to help developers,
designers, consultants and builders submit complete
applications.
Create a single point of contact to coordinate and
accelerate state permitting for large projects.
Stakeholders said that additional technical assistance
could help large projects address potential issues early,
avoid delays and enable permits to be issued faster.
They suggested that a single state point of contact for
large projects could facilitate disputes between the
public, developers and agency personnel, coordinate
agency comments and assist in moving projects
through the permit review process.
Projects are underway to increase public
education and resources to improve the speed,
consistency and predictability of the state and
local permit review process.
Efforts are currently underway to improve education
and outreach to the public, municipalities and
the development community. These include the
following:
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»»On March 31, 2014, the Agency of Natural
Resources (ANR), in cooperation with AOT and
DHCD, has scheduled a Municipal Training
Day with workshops to improve state and local
communication and provide more education
for the local volunteers involved in land use
development decisions
»»DHCD is working with the Regional Planning
Commissions (RPCs) to provide statewide and
local training on tools and techniques to create
more housing in designated areas. RPCs have also
recently completed enhanced consultations with
all their partner municipalities to ensure that plans
are meeting statutory requirements (24 V.S.A §
4302) and are identifying any inconsistencies with
the regional plans.
»»DHCD will continue to promote the designation
programs, particularly the Neighborhood
Development
Areas,
which
encourages
communities to designate housing districts for
state regulatory benefits. The newly launched
Strong Communities Quarterly e-newsletter is one
communication tool utilized by DHCD.

5

education and outreach
Deliver consistent and ongoing education and outreach

ISSUES RAISED
»»General lack of awareness among municipal
officials, developers and the general public of the
data, tools, regulations and support available for
the topic areas discussed by all the working groups.
TOP STAKEHOLDER RECOMMENDATIONS
»»Ensure that education and outreach is conducted
in the major areas discussed as part of the Act 59
process – state designation programs, industrial
uses, agricultural enterprises and natural resources.

similar requests were made regarding the Downtown
and Village Center improvements. DHCD responded
by launching the Strong Communities Quarterly
e-newsletter as one additional communication
tool. The ‘Community Planning’ survey conducted
by DHCD in 2013 also confirmed that posting
information on agency websites is not sufficient as an
effective means of communication and more outreach
is necessary.
Figure 7. Strong Communities Quarterly

POTENTIAL BENEFITS
»»Awareness of the state designation programs,
their benefits and how, if implemented, they can
support local, regional and state community and
economic development goals.
»»Increased consideration, integration and
implementation of industrial uses in local land
use planning.
»»Increased awareness of the location and importance
of natural features such as forest habitat, critical
wildlife corridors, flood hazard erosion zones and
river corridors.
»»Understanding of the tools available to protect
those important natural features.
»»Improved clarity, collaboration and support of
farm-based enterprises.
OVERVIEW
Outreach, education and training are often discussed
when developing or implementing new programs
and policies. Resources and community needs must
be considered over the life of the program or policy to
ensure information, data and support are provided on
a consistent basis over time, in a format and medium
that meets user needs.
The need for education was mentioned by each of the
working groups that the DHCD facilitated. Last year,
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Educational needs mentioned included:
»»Designation Programs:
»» Update Growth Center Planning Manual,
combine with the Planning and Land Use Manual
[24 V.S.A § 4302] and include information and
reference to all state designation programs [see
also Planning Capacity section of this report].
»» Continue focused outreach on program updates
and benefits to both municipal leaders and the
development community.
»»Industrial Parks:
»» Greater understanding of the importance of
industrial uses in our economy as well as the
tools communities can use to support industrial
uses in their town.

»» Improved clarity on future industrial uses and
how best to integrate them into municipal and
economic plans.
»»Agricultural Enterprises
»» The word ‘exemption’ creates a perceptional
challenge for farming. Increased education is
needed to ensure that municipal leaders and
community members understand that while
exempt from land use, farms are subjected to a
host of other restrictions and regulations (from
health and safety, environmental, to labor laws).
»» Increased communication between farms and
municipalities on what activities are happening
to reduce uncertainty, decrease concerns, and
increase support of local farm activities.
»» Raise awareness that agriculture is a business.
Farm land is a business asset and there is a need
for regulations to allow farmers flexibility to
react to changing yields, farming practices and
business opportunities.
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»»Natural Resources
»» Improved outreach and training on the
mapping and modeling tools available to local
communities that identify important local,
regional, and state natural resources such as
forest habitat, wildlife corridors, flood plains
and river corridors
»» Increased awareness of the tools available to
protect key natural resources
Ensure that education and outreach is conducted
in the major areas discussed as part of the Act 59
process – state designation programs, industrial
uses, agricultural enterprises and natural
resources.
Moving forward, state agencies, working with private
and public partners need to integrate education and
outreach into their programs and policies. Program
directors also need to continually check in with
communities and program users to determine if their
information is useful and convenient.

6

data and information
Invest in collection and distribution of statewide data

ISSUES RAISED
»»Data is critical for evaluating program outcomes,
analyzing trends over time and reviewing or
updating policy.

patchy or inconsistent. Stakeholders agreed that in
order to develop policy, evaluate current programs,
target resources or determine next steps, consistent,
statewide data gathering is needed.

»»There is no centralized ‘data center’ where local,
regional and state data and information can be
compiled and accessed.

In every working group, stakeholders noted that data
and information is a critical need. They mentioned
gaps in key data sources, inconsistent collection
methodology, lack of a centralized ‘data center,’ and
concern about uncoordinated, redundant work.
Some of the information gaps raised in the working
groups included:

»»Statewide geospatial data is patchy.
»»Greater coordination and awareness of available
data and any collection initiatives underway is
needed to avoid duplication of efforts.
TOP STAKEHOLDER RECOMMENDATIONS
»»Identify data gaps and develop a plan to fill the
gaps including: priorities, resources needed and
timelines.
»»Consider developing a ‘data center’ where
information can be deposited, accesses and shared.
»»Develop statewide parcel data that includes a plan
for regular updating.
»»Develop statewide LIDAR data (high resolution
elevation data).
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
»»Improved data and information available
for program evaluation, trend analysis and
performance outcomes.
»»Access to comprehensive, consistent statewide data
sources.
»»Improved collaboration, reduced duplication of
efforts, and data gaps identified and filled.
OVERVIEW
Working groups often started with someone asking,
“What does the data say? What are the trends?”
Often the answer was that the data was not available,
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»»Designation Programs:
»» Land use/land cover changes over time.
»» Location of existing infrastructure and available
capacity.
»» Statewide parcel data linked to the grand list.
»»Industrial Parks:
»» Location of all industrial parks with a ‘snap
shot’ inventory of vacancy rates and business
inventory.
»» Inventory of infrastructure (sewer, water,
broadband, power, etc.) associated with each
park.
»»Agricultural Enterprises
»» Annual inventory of number and location of
farms with acreage and type of farming.
»»Natural Resources
»» Location of important natural resource with
statewide priorities identified.
»» Regional and statewide priority habitat and
corridors identified with any local inventories
identified, integrated and available.
»» Identification of floodway, flood plains and
river corridors statewide.

Conversations underway
State agencies, municipal partners and non-profit
organizations are discussing statewide parcel data and
LIDAR. Discussion topics include where to house the
data, how to maintain and update the information
on a regular basis, and how to fund the work. The
Agency of Natural Resources (ANR) is currently
working on statewide river corridor mapping. All
state designation programs are located on a website
(http://smartgrowth.vermont.gov/)
along
with
any associated historic districts and Tax Increment
Finance (TIF) districts. Staff at DHCD is in the
early stages of creating a framework for an assessment
on the ‘State of Land Use’ that would present key
indicators and highlight land use trends in Vermont.
The hope is that this will regularly be updated to track
progress and results while highlighting issues and
success stories. Regional planning commissions and
state agencies have begun the process of identifying
what data is already being collected and what data is
needed.
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7

GROWTH CENTERS
Simplify the process, clarify the requirements and integrate with local and regional planning

ISSUES RAISED
»»The Growth Center designation process is not
currently linked to the municipal planning process
which is the foundation for community vision
and the pathway to implementing that vision. It
should be discussed in the plan and included in the
public process.
»»Ensure growth center designation is consistent with
regional planning priorities, goals and projections.
»»The application process is expensive and some of
the requirements are complex or unclear.
»»Too much work for designation is required for the
benefits offered.
TOP STAKEHOLDER RECOMMENDATIONS
»»Clarify requirements and consolidate them into
one cohesive section of statute.
»»Integrate Growth Center planning into municipal
plans, consistent with recent updates to the
Downtown, Village Center and Neighborhood
Development Area designation and ensure that
they meeting regional planning goals and policies.
»»Develop an application process consisting of
municipal plan and bylaw checklists and ties to the
regional plan.
»»Combine the Growth Center Planning Manual and
Planning and Land Use Manual [24 V.S.A § 4302,
[see Planning Capacity section of this report].
»»Provide education and outreach to communities
and developers on the Growth Center designation
process.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
»»Duplicative processes eliminated and improved
coordination of municipal, regional and state
efforts to focus investments.
»»Better integrated Growth Center planning with
essential implementation tools such as land
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use regulations, capital budget programs, and
financing plans.
»»Clear requirements created that increase
predictability and understanding of what is
expected of applicants.
OVERVIEW
The Growth Center designation program was
launched in 2006 and six municipalities are currently
designated: Williston, Bennington, Colchester,
Montpelier, Hartford and St. Albans City. The benefits
of designation include: higher Act 250 thresholds
for mixed-income housing and mixed-use projects,
mitigation for loss of primary agricultural soils at a
ratio of 1:1 and priority for Municipal Planning Grants
(MPG), Transportation Enhancement Improvements,
Property Assessment Fund (Contaminated Sites /
Brownfields), ANR wastewater funding, housing
funds and siting of state buildings.
A number of lessons were learned from the initial
round of Growth Center designations. In 2010, the
legislature passed Act 136 which clarified some of the
qualifications for Growth Center designation. The Act
also addressed the designation process, establishing
a subcommittee of the Downtown Board to create
a revised pre-application review process that is now
mandatory. Pre-application is designed to ensure the
applicant municipality is ready for designation and to
work through any problems before applications are
reviewed by the Downtown Development Board.
Despite these improvements, there have been no
new growth center applications since 2009. Possible
reasons for this include the recession, a slow-down
in development, and concerns over the time and cost
of developing a growth center application, limited
funds available through the municipal planning grant
program and most recently, the elimination of future
Tax Increment Financing (TIF) districts, which many
consider the most substantial benefit of designation
for a municipality.

According to a 2012 survey conducted by DHCD
the top recommendation from respondents to
improve the Growth Center designation program
(and increase participation) is to provide meaningful
incentives, such as infrastructure funding, to help
municipalities create and implement developmentready plans. A meeting with the six designated
growth center communities confirmed that the need
for incentives is the biggest shortfall of the program.
The two most common criticisms raised were: 1) the
Growth Center statute creates a process separate
from the municipal planning process – when the two
are inextricably linked; and 2) the Growth Center
requirements are unclear and complex – requirements
are nested in five separate parts of statute, each with
different language addressing similar topics.
The following recommendations were developed to
address these concerns.
FIGURE 8. The original Growth Center process
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Clarify requirements and consolidate them into
one cohesive section of statute.
The current Growth Center definition includes a
detailed list of requirements for designation and
further requires conformance with the planning and
development goals under 24 V.S.A. §4302, the smart
growth principles as defined in 24 V.S.A. § 2791(13)
and the purposes of Act 250 (10 V.S.A. chapter
151). Consequently, the requirements are found in
four separate places outside of the Growth Center
designation statute which has its own requirements.
Each set of requirements includes vaguely similar
language. The growth center definition should be
simplified and refer to requirements that may be
consolidated in 24 V.S.A. §2793c(e), the ‘Growth
Center’ section.

Additionally, there is a need to clarify requirements
related to: uses, density, form, design, infrastructure,
and natural resources. Working group members
felt that the Neighborhood Development Area
designation provides a useful framework to guide
the needed changes and can help bring consistency
to the different designation programs, allowing
communities to use the programs as tiered steps.
The methodology used to determine the appropriate
boundary for growth centers should be similar to the
methodology developed in 2010 [see Appendix A4]
by another stakeholder group, with several changes
intended to accommodate a variety of municipalities
experiencing different degrees of growth.
Integrate Growth Center planning into municipal
plans, consistent with recent updates to the
Downtown, Village Center and Neighborhood
Development Area designations and ensure
that they meeting regional planning goals and
policies.
Growth Center planning should be integrated into
Municipal and Regional Planning [24 V.S.A. Chapter
117]. Deciding how and where a community wants
to grow should be a singular integrated process and
establishing the elements necessary for designation
should be done while a municipality is creating their
plan. Integrated planning makes efficient use of
volunteer efforts and an existing public process that
builds community support.
The suggestion was raised to tier the designation
programs. Working group members discussed this
idea and felt that programs naturally build upon
one another and benefit communities with different
growth and development goals. Most were also of
the opinion that a tiered approach would require
additional incentives in order to function.
Develop an application process consisting of
municipal plan and bylaw checklists and ties to
the regional plan.
To the extent possible, the Growth Center application
process should mirror the recently developed
Neighborhood Development Area application
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process and rely on checklists for municipal plan
and bylaws. DHCD staff should be included early
in the planning process to assist with pre-application
review and coordinate state agency and regional
planning commission review on matters of interest.
Application requirements would ideally be limited to
the submission of relevant plans and bylaws, along
with the information necessary to establish a boundary
designed to accommodate 20 years of growth.
FIGURE 9. A simplified approach to Growth
Centers that builds on Municipal Plans and Bylaws
Eligible municipalities must satisfy all planning and
implementation checklist requirements
Boundary requirements for 20 years of growth.
(Clarify analysis required to establish boundaries of
designated areas.)

Designation Benefits

Combine the Growth Center Planning Manual
and Planning and Land Use Manual.
Both of these manuals are need of updating and they
should be combined into one when updated. This
action is consistent with the recommendation of
integrating municipal planning and the growth center
planning process [see Planning Capacity section of
this report].
Provide education and outreach to communities
on the Growth Center designation process.
Efforts by DHCD to improve education and outreach
with Village Center and Downtown programs in the
past year have received much praise – resulting in
increased participation and a smoother application
process [see Education and Outreach section of this
report]. Similar efforts should be developed for the
Growth Center program.

8

New town centers
Update designation requirements

ISSUES RAISED
»»Statutory changes corresponding to those made in
the Downtown and Village Center designations
in 2013 need to be carried into the requirements
for New Town Centers along with other small
clarifications.
TOP RECOMMENDATIONS
»»New Town Centers should be discussed in the
municipal plan and involve a pre-application
meeting with DHCD staff.
»»Provide greater flexibility in the types of regulations
a town can adopt for the design and form of
development in a New Town Center.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
»»Municipal plan language links designation to the
local planning process.
»»Improves local/state coordination and communication
through pre-application discussion.
»»Enables municipalities with New Town Centers
to adopt innovative new regulations such as formbased code that are easier to administer than
Design Review Districts.
OVERVIEW
New Town Center designations allow a central
business district for compact development to be
created in locations where no historic centers exist.
Currently South Burlington and Colchester are the
only two municipalities with New Town Center
designation.
Act 59 of 2013 updated the Downtowns and Village
Centers programs. In reviewing the New Town
Center designation stakeholders proposed no major
changes but suggested program updates that parallel
the modifications made by Act 59. These include
requiring that the New Town Center designation be
included in the municipal plan and a pre-application
meeting with DHCD staff.
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One other concern raised by current designees was
that the requirement for Design Review Districts
would preclude other types of regulations such as
form-based code that serve the same purpose. A
similar issue was dealt with in Act 59 for Downtown
and Village Center designations and stakeholders
recommend a parallel fix for New Town Centers.
FIGURE 10. Illustrative of New Town Centers
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INDUSTRIAL PARKS
Address the land use needs of future industrial uses recognizing the role they play in
Vermont’s economy

ISSUES RAISED
»»Lack of available speculative industrial space
(20,000-100,000 sq.ft.) in the state, especially
acute in Chittenden County.
»»Few municipalities zone exclusively for industrial
uses, zoning instead for combined industrialcommercial-business districts.
»»Industrial uses lack incentives in state designation
programs.
»»Industrial uses have no dedicated designation
program.
TOP STAKEHOLDER RECOMMENDATIONS
»»Provide tools and outreach to municipalities to
link comprehensive plan elements (land use,
economic development, infrastructure, etc.) with
implementation tools to support industrial and
commercial development.
»»Encourage and support comprehensive local and
regional planning that integrates industrial and
commercial uses into growth centers.
»»Enhance incentives for industrial uses in
designated growth centers instead of creating a
new designation program.
»»Consider developing a land bank program for
future industrial uses.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
»»Increased land available for industrial uses – both
‘traditional’ definition and the new trend of ‘valueadded’ businesses that bring new dollars and jobs
to a region.
»»Increased incentives for industrial uses in current
designated areas without creating a new program
that would require administrative support,
oversight, training and funding.
»»Raises awareness of the role industrial uses play in
economic development.
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OVERVIEW
Traditionally, it was considered inappropriate to locate
industrial parks in and around residential, business and
retail centers due to impacts such as noise, emissions,
truck traffic, extended hours of operation or expansive
space requirements. Heavy industry, manufacturing,
and warehousing are examples of typical industrial
park uses. In past years, requests have been made
to the Legislature to provide special incentives such
as funding and regulatory relief for these areas and
develop a separate designation program for industrial
parks.
In an attempt to understand the pressures and needs
related to current and future industrial uses, DHCD
asked the Regional Development Corporations
(RDCs) to compile the following information on
industrial parks:
»»Square footage in existing industrial parks and
their average vacancy rates along with the type of
uses in the occupied space.
»»Square footage of permitted, but not yet built
space in industrial parks.
»»Acreage and location of land for future industrial
parks.
The RDCs reported that they “did not have the
resources to undertake a comprehensive inventory
of available industrial sites, buildings or other land
around the state.” Rather, they focused entirely on
industrial parks and buildings owned by the RDCs.
Analysis of the data they provided indicated that of
the 4,229 acres of RDC-owned industrial parks, 63%
is occupied, 12% is vacant land with infrastructure
and the remaining 25% is raw land. Within these
parks, the RDCs have over 1.2 million square feet;
63% of which is occupied with the remaining 37%
available. This evaluation is based on a ‘snap shot’ in
time and the information, especially vacancy rates
will fluctuate. It should also be noted that the raw
land was not evaluated for development suitability

(i.e. 35 acres might be “raw land” but only 10 acres
is suitable for development due to steep slopes,
wetlands, etc.).
Figure 11. RDC Owned Land in Industrial and
Business Parks (4,229 acres)

Total Raw Land
within the Park
25%
Occupied Land
63%

Vacant Land with
Infrastructure
Built
12%

»»Developers do not need financial incentives, but
rather streamlined or eased permitting.
One of the state’s largest developers of industrial
space reported a change in the real estate market.
He has found that the “build on spec and they will
come” approach no longer works. He also noted that
tenant trends are changing from heavy industry to
IT companies and plumbing and electrical wholesale
companies. Because there is no reason to isolate those
uses, they can be permitted in residential areas as
conditional uses. These trends to a more commercial,
commercial/business environment with businesses
that provide capital importation (value-added
businesses that bring new dollars into the region)
was confirmed by several Regional Development
Corporation leaders.
Figure 12. Buildings Owned by RDCs (1,266,134
Square Feet)

To round out the picture of the land available for
industrial needs, staff reviewed Chittenden County’s
ECOS
(Environment.Community.Opportunity.
Sustainability) project, met with commercial
developers and the Greater Burlington Industrial
Corporation staff and convened an Industrial Park
Working Group that included members from local
and regional planning, economic development and
environmental organizations.

Available Space in
Existing Buildings
37%
Occupied Space in
Existing Buildings
63%

Highlighted issues noted in these meetings included:
»»Lack of industrial space is an issue, most acutely
in Chittenden County. There is a desire to have
speculative buildings of 20,000-100,000 square
feet available for lease so that when a potential
business is interested in locating in the area, time
from inquiry to lease is minimal.
»»Municipalities rarely zone areas exclusively for
industrial uses, favoring zoning that includes
industrial, commercial and business. For example,
in Chittenden County, Milton is the only
community that has zoned areas exclusively for
industrial uses.
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The top recommendations yielded by the stakeholder
process follows.
Provide tools and outreach to municipalities
to link comprehensive plan elements (land use,
economic development and infrastructure) with
implementation tools to support industrial and
commercial development.
As mentioned in the Planning Capacity section of
this report, there are over 8,000 volunteers working
on economic and community development in towns

across the state with limited resources. Outreach and
tools around maximizing density, infrastructure needs
(sewer, water, three-phased power, etc.) permitted vs.
conditional use and clarity about site requirements
are important when developing municipal plans
and bylaws that relate to industrial uses within a
community. Goals and priorities for industrial uses
within a municipality can be noted in the economic
development element of a Municipal plan and
linked to other elements such as land use, housing,
transportation and infrastructure. Stakeholders noted
that these are also areas in which municipalities
might need technical assistance. Partnerships with the
Vermont League of Cities and Towns, the Regional
Planning Commissions, Regional Development
Corporations and DHCD would be important to
developing and implementing such an educational
program with existing resources.
Encourage and support comprehensive local and
regional planning that integrates industrial and
commercial uses into growth centers.
Act 59 updates to the Downtown and Village Center
designation programs specifically mentions industrial
uses within the definition. Any statutory updates made
to the Growth Center designation and New Town
Center program should include similar clarifications,
if needed. Also, communities developing future
applications for growth center designation should
include industrial and commercial uses. Including
these key economic and job creators in growth centers
helps link jobs with housing, transportation and
infrastructure – maximizing benefits and utilizing
existing infrastructure efficiently.
Enhance incentives for industrial uses in
designated growth centers instead of creating a
new designation program.
Incentives suggested during the Industrial Working
Group Session included:
»»Act 250 modifications such as accepting a higher
level of congestion for development in designated
areas; reducing/eliminate agricultural mitigation
costs.
»»Increasing the speed of permitting in designated
areas.
»»Decreasing permitting costs.
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»»Directing infrastructure spending to designated
areas to support industrial uses.
Each of these incentives could help increase the speed
and lower the cost of development of industrial uses
within a designated area and support the state’s land
use goals. However, they could also result in reduced
funding for agencies that depend on revenue from
permitting and agricultural mitigation fees.
Consider developing a land bank program for
future industrial uses.
The concept of land banking is multi-tiered. First,
there is an assumption that land should be set aside
for future industrial and commercial development
and the municipality supports this in local plans
and bylaws by ensuring that it is in a location with
appropriate infrastructure. This permits the land to
be ‘banked’ for future use. It is really a place-holder
so that a locality can take the time to carefully
consider what might be needed in the future for its
economic vitality. This land can then be developed
by a municipality, a local or regional development
corporation or private developer. Municipalities
rarely zone an area only for industrial uses. It can take
a long time to develop and provide income, and land
owners typically request zoning that allow business,
office and/or commercial uses.
Currently the Vermont Economic Development
Authority (VEDA) has a local development
corporation loan program that loans funds to local and
regional development corporations to purchase land
for industrial parks; for planning and development of
industrial parks; for construction or improvement of
speculative buildings and for small business incubator
facilities.
Also, the Agency of Transportation (AOT) has
$600,000 to support businesses that wish to utilize
rail service and locate along all active railroad lines in
Vermont. The program requires an equal match from
three partners, the state, the railroad and the business
owner. Both these programs could be used for a land
bank program.
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agriculture
Supporting the farm economy

ISSUES RAISED
»»Multiple definitions of farming are used for
various state and federal programs and this creates
confusion.
»»Farming as defined in the Accepted Agricultural
Practices (AAP) in Vermont is exempt from both
local zoning and Act 250 review.
»»In the new farm-based enterprise economy,
farming can involve a wide range of activities
and determining what requires a local permit is
increasingly difficult. Concerns about ancillary
activities on the farm are sometimes wide ranging
and may include retail sales and events that may
not meet the definition of farming.
»»The public needs to better understand the farming
industry and the benefits it brings to communities.
Farmers need education on permitting
requirements.
»»The best farmland protection is a profitable farm.
TOP STAKEHOLDER RECOMMENDATIONS
»»Retain the Agency of Agriculture, Food and
Markets (AAFM) jurisdiction over determination
of agricultural exemption. Continue discussions on
how farm-based enterprises fit into the definition
of farming used in land use permitting.
»»Consider aligning the definitions of farming that
govern state and federal laws pertaining to labor,
public safety, and land use on farms.
»»Educate farmers and communities about
permitting requirements and the benefits of
agricultural enterprises.
»»Protect large contiguous blocks of farmland and
promote the farm economy by ensuring farms are
profitable.
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POTENTIAL BENEFITS
»»Helps strengthen the farming industry in Vermont
by reducing permitting ambiguities for farmers.
»»Promotes farm-based planning.
»»Enables municipalities to craft regulations that
better supports farms and farm infrastructure
reduces local land use conflicts and improves the
permitting process.
»»Raises public awareness about the economic
importance of farm enterprises and the need to
support farming.
OVERVIEW
The definition of “farming” in the Accepted
Agricultural Practices (AAP) – 6 V.S.A. §4810 –
determines which farm activities are exempt from
local and Act 250 land use permitting. The AAP
regulations detail the number and types of livestock
and other parameters of farming. While this definition
adequately describes a basic level of farming, it offers
little guidance for related value-added activities that
go beyond the traditional definition of farming.
The top recommendations yielded by the stakeholder
process follow.
Retain the Agency of Agriculture, Food and
Markets (AAFM) jurisdiction over determination
of agricultural exemption. Continue discussions
on how farm-based enterprises fit into the
definition of farming used in land use permitting
The only provision in the AAP rules that addresses
value-added activities is the “principally produced” “the on-site storage, preparation and sale of agricultural
products principally produced on the farm” - interpreted
as meaning at least 51% of the product must be
produced on the farm to be considered “farming.”
Farmers explained that greater flexibility is needed
in interpreting the 51% rule to accommodate
fluctuations in a farm’s production and the need

to produce value-added products consistently. For
example, a berry farm with a jam production business
might need to import more than 51% of the berries
after a poor harvest.
Local planners and regulators said they needed
help distinguishing between activities that can be
considered accessory and integral to the viability of
farms and those on-farm businesses that have little
connection to the farm or that have potential impacts
on the community that should be considered. For
instance, towns may have good reason to regulate
a value-added business that greatly increases truck
traffic on gravel roads, noticeably increasing the
town’s road maintenance costs.
Consider aligning the definitions of farming that
govern state and federal laws pertaining to labor,
public safety, and land use on farms.
A wide range of other state and federal laws and
policies governing farm labor, public safety, land
conservation, etc. all with different thresholds, and
which also define what constitutes “farming,” creates
further complications. A constructive review of these
varying definitions would help determine how they
intersect and how to clarify these definitions for
farmers and for the programs that administer them.
Active education and outreach is also necessary to
communicate these provisions to all those affected.
The AAFM should continue to meet with stakeholders
to address these issues and to propose legislation if
needed.
Educate farmers and communities about
permitting requirements and the benefits of
agricultural enterprises.
Stakeholders representing both farmers and
communities talked about the conflicts that sometime
occur when non-farming residents complain about
the impacts of traditional farming based on their
perceptions about certain farming practices as well as
new issues like traffic, that arise from some farm-based
enterprises. Farmers gave examples of communities
that accepted and supported their neighborhood
farms when those farmers communicated with and
invited the public onto their farms.
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Regular communication between local farmers
and municipal officials was suggested so that both
sides could address any issues of concern. Wider
distribution of information about what is involved in
the business of farming, the importance of farming
to the local and statewide economy, and the value of
viable farms to the quality of life in Vermont were
also recommended.
For farmers, outreach is needed to help them better
navigate the complex regulatory and public relations
hurdles they encounter. For those contemplating
farm-based enterprises, they need help with business
planning and information about what types and scale
of activities will require greater scrutiny at the local,
state or federal levels. While some called for more
farmer education on practices for improving water
quality, others said the public needs to know more
about what most farmers and the AAFM are already
doing to prevent pollution caused by agricultural
activities.
Protect large contiguous blocks of farmland and
promote the farm economy by ensuring farms are
profitable.
The need for farmland protection was stressed in
recognition of all the benefits that local farms provide,
including greater food security, job and business
development, keeping working lands working and
enabling people to make a living from the land.
Vermont has a wealth of programs working to protect
farmland through conservation, regulation, current
use, and those offering assistance, such as helping to
match farmers to available farmland. But ultimately
all agreed that the key to farmland preservation is
focusing on the profitability of farms.
Stakeholders suggested various ways to improve local
planning and regulation and changes to Act 250
agricultural land mitigation policies. It was suggested
that those measures be fined tuned to focus less on
keeping land undeveloped and more on the farms’
profitability. For example, municipalities could be
encouraged to address farming as part of the required
economic development element.
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natural resources and
Silviculture

Prevent fragmentation of large blocks of forest land and wildlife corridors, and reduce risks,
costs and future damage in flood-prone areas

ISSUES RAISED
»»Incremental, small-scale developments threaten the
economic and environmental value of Vermont’s
large, unfragmented forest blocks and the wildlife
corridors that connect them.

POTENTIAL BENEFITS
»»Assets critical to Vermont’s environment and
economy – the Vermont brand, the wood products
industry, wildlife-based recreation and tourism –
are protected.

»»The Use Value Appraisal (Current Use) program
could be improved to make it more effective at
protecting large unfragmented forest blocks and
wildlife corridors.

»»Important environmental and ecological functions
that help people, like natural water filtration, flood
control, climate change adaptation and reduced
greenhouse gas emissions are protected.

»»Many communities do not have the resources or
tools to effectively review development impacts on
forest fragmentation and in flood-prone locations;
and many do not realize the value of the resource,
regionally or state-wide, to the ecosystem and the
economy.

»»Public is informed about flood risks to minimize
the loss of life and property and is aware of options
to minimize or avoid risks.

»»Education, resources and data are needed to
improve mapping of river corridors and high value
forest blocks and wildlife corridors.
TOP STAKEHOLDER RECOMMENDATIONS
»»Review existing studies and recommendations to
improve the Use Value Appraisal (Current Use)
program.
»»Explore options to address concerns that small scale
development is fragmenting large forest blocks
and critical wildlife habitat, including potentially
expanding Act 250 jurisdiction in outlying areas.
»»Consider updating Act 250 criteria to recognize the
value of large forest blocks and wildlife corridors.
»»As a first step to protecting the public and existing
development and ensuring new development is
out of harm’s way, finalize statewide maps of flood
plains, flood ways and river corridors. Once maps
are completed, reach out to municipalities to
discuss the maps and consider municipal and state
regulatory and non-regulatory options for flood
plains, flood ways, and river corridors.
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OVERVIEW
The top natural resource concerns raised by
stakeholders in DHCD’s working groups were the
fragmentation of large forest blocks and the need to
protect wildlife corridors and flood-prone areas from
development. Much of the conversation focused on
the need for consistent state-wide information and
data that could be easily accessed by local officials.
Additionally, robust education and outreach program
is needed on the role these critical natural resources
play as well as the tools available that accommodate
growth and preserve these resources [see Data and
Information and Education and Outreach sections of
this report].
The top recommendations yielded by the stakeholder
process follow.
Review existing studies and recommendations to
improve the Use Value Appraisal (Current Use)
Program.
Protecting large contiguous blocks of forests and
key wildlife corridors from further fragmentation is
a critical adaptation strategy in response to climate
change, vital for ecosystem health, important for
flood attenuation during large rain events like Tropical
Storm Irene, and necessary for successful forest
products and wildlife-based recreation industries.

Stakeholders generally agreed that the Use Value
Appraisal Program, or Current Use Program as it
is more commonly known, has reduced pressure to
develop forest land and agricultural land for housing
and commercial use. Stakeholders felt that this
program has played a critical role in maintaining the
state’s working lands, while also advancing multiple
natural resources goals.
While 75% of Vermont’s dairy farm land is enrolled
in Current Use, only 40% of the eligible forest land
is enrolled. Unlike the Current Use program for
agriculture, forest land landowners must develop and
implement a forest management plan approved by
the County Forester. However, recent studies have
indicated that including more land would require
additional funding to support County Foresters.
In the 2013 Legislative session, H.329 passed the
House and includes increase staff resources for the
Current Use program. However, there are many
position pressures that need additional evaluation
and consideration by administration and legislature.
The Report Of The Use Value Appraisal Task Force
provides additional information on the Current Use
program and provides recommendations to make it
more effective.
Explore options to address concerns that small
scale development is fragmenting large forest
blocks and critical habitat, including potentially
expanding Act 250 jurisdiction in outlying areas
A recent Vermont Natural Resources Council (VNRC)
study of parcelization and subdivision trends suggests
that residential subdivisions are almost exclusively
reviewed locally, finding that 1.05% of residential
subdivisions studied were large enough to trigger Act
250 jurisdiction.
Working group members noted that a number
of communities do not have zoning, and many
communities with zoning may not adequately protect
critical wildlife habitat, corridors or flood plains in
their local bylaws or through non-regulatory methods
such as conservation. Several municipalities do
provide some natural resource protections, but these
protections often omit one or more important natural
resources and often do not consider the regional or
state-wide significance of the resources within their
boundaries. To increase state-wide awareness, the
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Agency of Natural Resources (ANR) will soon expand
its training and outreach program to help more
municipal officials and residents see the ecological
value of wildlife and natural systems and learn more
about the various strategies to protect them.
Stakeholders also discussed ways that Act 250
jurisdiction could be adapted, such as modifying
current jurisdictional lot number thresholds, to
address the concern that incremental development
may be diminishing the economic and environmental
viability of large forest blocks, especially in
communities that do not have the tools in place to
protect these resources. Some raised the question of
the need for data on the extent of the impact, and
trends over time.
One suggestion discussed was to establish a cumulative
road rule that would trigger Act 250 review for the
construction of roads and driveways over 1,000 feet.
This is different from the original road rule which was
deemed problematic because it excluded driveways,
which resulted in multiple or long driveways being
built to avoid jurisdiction, instead of common roads.
The suggested cumulative road could address this
issue by including driveways.
Other suggestions included compiling and refining
forest block and wildlife corridor data to create maps
to guide development and re-instituting Act 250
review when power line extensions are proposed.
These suggestions were discussed primarily at the
Natural Resources working group and members
raised concerns about how to administer changes,
added costs to development and public support.
There is a need for further discussions.
Consider updating Act 250 criteria to recognize
value of large forest blocks and wildlife corridors.
Stakeholders noted that the current Act 250 criteria
do not specifically address the fragmentation of
forest land and wildlife corridors. For this reason,
stakeholders recommended that new language be
considered, under the criteria for forest soils (9C)
and wildlife habitat (8A) that explicitly identifies
contiguous forest blocks and wildlife corridors as
important natural resources considered during Act
250 review. These changes would provide District
Commissions with the tools necessary to assess the

impact of new development on these critical areas
of the state. These suggestions were not discussed in
depth in the Natural Resources Working Group and
further discussion is recommended.

are warranted; and 3) how, as a part of the adopted
Procedure, ANR will lay out a schedule for completing
watershed-scale map revisions and all manner of new
public input will be sought and incorporated.

As a first step to protecting the public and
existing development and ensuring new
development is out of harm’s way, finalize
statewide maps of flood plains, flood ways and
river corridors. Once maps are completed, reach
out to municipalities to discuss the maps and
consider municipal and state regulatory and
non-regulatory options for flood ways, flood
plains and river corridors.
Stakeholders agreed that allowing new development
in vulnerable locations (flood plains, flood ways and
river corridors) along rivers may not be in the public
interest. Recovery and rebuilding cost to residents,
business owners, municipalities and the state were
extraordinary as a result of Tropical Storm Irene
and other declared disasters in the past several years.
Providing room for our rivers to move, meander
and handle flooding is important to protecting life
and safety, reducing recovery costs and protecting
important natural ecosystems.

ANR expects to produce a first draft of statewide river
corridor map in the spring of 2014 and will also be
developing education on how best to integrate this
information into the resiliency element of municipal
and regional plans and additional local regulatory and
non-regulatory options for protection of these areas
by local communities.
Figure 13. Flood Resilience Objectives
Upland and Everywhere: Manage Stormwater

Slow it, Spread it, Sink it

Safer Areas
Plan for new development

River Corridors

It was also noted that there are gaps in state-wide
mapping of Vermont’s hazardous and flood prone
areas that must be filled to inform conversations about
identifying, mitigating, minimizing and avoiding
risk.
ANR staff representatives to the working group
reported that efforts are currently underway to
develop statewide maps for flood plains, flood ways
and river corridors. Once completed, ANR will release
the first draft of the statewide river corridor base map
and a river corridor procedure which will describe:
1) how ANR will use the maps in its own regulatory
programs; 2) how these base maps may be amended at
the site level when specific development consultation
or new town/regional plans reveals scientific data and
designation information suggesting that amendments
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Conserve and Avoid Development

Vulnerable Settlements

Protect People, Buildings and Facilities

Preparing for Future Flooding

These tools will give policy makers the information
they need to make informed decisions and to
identify strategies that protect the public and
minimize future flood risks.

U.S. EPA - Smart Growth Implementation Assistance

September 2013
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CCRPC Growth Center Designation Reform Recommendations
10/16/2013
BACKGROUND
The Commissioner of Housing and Community Development has been asked by the legislature to provide
recommendations regarding improving the state designation processes including a look at industrial parks and rural
areas.
ECOS Plan perspectives:
 Before 1970 less than 20% of new development occurred in rural areas. (Figure 41)
 Between 1970 and 2005, new development in rural areas almost doubled to more than 35%.
Strategy 3.2.2 - Strive for 80% of new development in areas planned for growth, which amounts to 15% of our
land area.
Action 5. State/Local Permitting Coordination & Improvement
a. Support changes to the local and state permitting process to make the two more coordinated and
effective. Participate in the Agency of Commerce and Community Development’s (ACCD) process
to improve the State’s designation programs designed to encourage development in appropriately
planned places and discourage development outside of those areas. This program could be
improved with regulatory and/or fiscal incentives. These could include expedited permitting
processes for projects in areas that are: a) designated for growth; and, b) where a community has
a robust plan, regulations and staff capacity; and reduction of redundancies such as delegation of
permitting for certain local and state reviews (such as exemption from Act 250). In conjunction with
delegation it may be appropriate to develop more stringent standards and thresholds for
development review in rural areas.
b. Collaborate with stakeholders to ensure local and state regulations, bylaws and plans encourage
transparency, predictability and timely review of sustainable and environmentally sound
development applications.
c. Develop a transportation assessment process and fair share mitigation assessment that supports
existing and planned land use densities and patterns in Center, Metro, Suburban, Village, and
Enterprise Planning Areas to allow for more congestion and greater mode choice than allowed by
current standards. The CCRPC will collaborate with the Vermont Agency of Transportation
(VTrans), the Natural Resources Board, and other state and local stakeholders to develop a
process that evaluates the transportation impact from a multi-modal perspective rather than just a
traffic flow standpoint. Further, the District Commissions must adhere to a consistent formula and
assessment process in consultation with the Agency of Transportation.
RECOMMENDATIONS
General – The following reflect statements of principles and ideas and not specific legislative proposals including all
of the details necessary for statutory change.
Permitting Process, in general - The state permit process should encourage development in appropriately planned
places and discourage development outside of those areas. This could include expedited processes for projects in
areas designated for growth and where a community has a robust plan, regulations and staff; for example improve
the process and reduce redundancies (consider delegation in appropriate situations) for certain local and state
reviews and Act 250. If this recommendation would result in a more efficient and timely process in designated growth
areas, it may be appropriate to develop more stringent standards and thresholds for development review in rural
areas.
Tiered Designations – The designation review and approval process and associated incentives should build upon
each other. In order: Village Centers, New Town Centers, Downtowns (all with associated neighborhood planning
areas), Enterprise Zones, Growth Centers.
Approval Process –

1. Building upon the work done in last year’s neighborhood planning area; proposed designations
should be clearly identified in the municipal and regional plans.
2. Appropriate zoning should be in place to support the development of designation and protection of
critical natural resources.
3. Infrastructure should be in place or planned with appropriate capacity for projected development.
4. RPCs should assist, review, and make recommendations to the State for approval regarding the
subjects below. The Downtown Board should review to confirm.
a. For all designations:
i. Consistency with adopted municipal and regional plans and planning processes.
ii. Zoning to implement the designation.
iii. Infrastructure (transportation, wastewater, water, storm water, etc.) plans to
implement the designation.
iv. Community facilities (municipal buildings, parks, libraries, public safety facilities,
etc.)
b. For growth centers/enterprise zone:
i. Mapping, projections, and build-out analyses.
ii. The proposed designation’s impact on the village, downtown, or new town
centers associated with, or potentially impacted by, the growth center.
iii. Evaluate agriculture within growth center and provisions for urban agriculture in
municipal plan and zoning.
iv. The efforts of the applying municipality and/or adjacent municipalities to further
the goal of retaining a more rural character in the areas surrounding the growth
center.
c. For Enterprise Zone
i. With RDC, confirm that the site is needed for high wage, value-added
employment.
ii. Eliminate conditional uses by municipalities in this zone.
5. VTrans, ANR, Ag, and ACCD should make recommendations to Downtown Board. Early municipal
and RPC consultation with these agencies should be encouraged.
6. Remove the restriction regarding no more than 150% of residential development and 100% of
commercial and industrial growth. This presumes a degree of certainty regarding projections that
is not realistic. (The state and municipalities should be working together to encourage more growth
in these locations, not limiting it.)
Regulatory incentives – Incentives should build as a municipality attains each higher designation. Specific
additional recommendations are:
1. Provided the project is above a minimum density (eg. at least 4 du/ac net density in residential districts, or 2
or more stories), remove the Act 250 jurisdiction in Growth Centers, Enterprise Zone, Downtowns, Villages.
This would apply to municipalities with zoning that meets criteria and included in subsequent designation
approvals.
2. If Act 250 is not engaged, municipal DRB approval should be contingent upon final approvals from state
regarding storm water and transportation, unless delegated to the community.
3. Prime Agricultural soils mitigation should not be required in areas for targeted for development in the
designated area (recognizing that some areas in designations are set aside for open space, natural
resources, and urban agriculture).

4. To address cumulative rural impacts, reduce thresholds for Act 250 to five lots. Perhaps allow a higher
number, but only if clustered on small lots. Also consider tightening the cumulative road rule.
5. A rural fee in lieu of Act 250 should be considered to begin leveling the playing field. (perhaps: a State fee
for new homes outside designations (maybe price or size based)) This could be tied to the “Fair Share” for
transportation fee and revenues used for transportation/infrastructure improvements in growth centers
6. For project specific access permits, revise VTrans LOS standards in designated areas with other available
modes.
Infrastructure Financing incentives
1. Target Infrastructure Planning Funds – Increase ANR funding and give priority to municipalities planning for
water, wastewater, storm water, and other infrastructure to support designation/efficient land use/compact
development.
2. Increase funding of MPG grants if intended for infrastructure planning.
3. Target, promote and install water/wastewater systems in villages/downtowns/growth centers and enterprise
zones.
4. Consider expanding the opportunity for TIF districts, and even some more creative methods that would not
include education funds.
5. Simplify local options taxes process to support infrastructure. Allow all municipalities to be eligible. In
designations increase the percent for municipalities beyond 70%? (reduce the 30% to the state and
processing fee).
6. Expand the capacity of the bond bank to issue revenue bonds (not just general obligation) in revenue bond
districts. Reduce interest rate for projects in designations from the bond bank. Like VEDA, provide 1 %
loans to be paid back with additional property taxes in the designated area until the loan is paid off. Risk
gets paid with an additional year of the property tax revenue.
7. Strengthen and encourage more business improvement/special assessment districts. Relate these districts
to business tax deductions.
8. Expand the State Treasurer’s municipal equipment loan fund for more eligible purchases related to
municipal infrastructure.
Enterprise Zone incentives 1. Define Enterprise Zone as provided in the adopted regional plan. Provide additional incentives for high
wage, value-added employment.
2. Create a VEDA managed RLF for the creation or improvement of industrial parks.
3. Provide site planning assistance in amounts up to 50% of the total cost.
4. Provide financing up to 50% of site acquisition and infrastructure development costs. The State can either
fund projects using grants, loans (to be recovered from initial lot sales) or a combination of both.
Suggested Revision to Goals Section of Statute
An acknowledgement of the importance of enterprise zones in growth center/planning and funding legislation must be
included via language and purpose statements just as natural resources and agricultural uses are currently
recognized. Suggested language to add to Growth Center bill: (Refer to Senate Bill 17 for language as well)
It is acknowledged that there are areas that may not be appropriate for, or compatible with existing uses
within the downtown, village center, new town center or growth centers. Therefore, in order to enhance the

quality of the aforementioned centers and to create a place for inconsistent uses to locate without sprawling
into the countryside, enterprise zones shall be recognized and include lands that may not be contiguous to
the above described areas, but have clearly defined boundaries that are zoned or permitted for industrial or
business use as of January, 2010 and that have been approved by one or more municipalities in their
municipal plans to accommodate a share of the industrial and business growth anticipated by the
municipality or municipalities over a 20-year period. These zones shall to the fullest extent possible, function
as a single integrated area and provide functional connections to the designated growth centers located
within a community. These functional connections mean areas connected by existing or planned public or
private infrastructure.
---On August 21, 2013, the Associated Industries of Vermont (AIV) held its Environmental and Regulatory
Seminar focusing on environmental, development, and product regulations. The conference focused on a
number of interests and concerns to manufacturers and other businesses and included a session on Act 250
Criteria and Related Reforms; Industrial Park and Growth Center Challenges and Opportunities. Dawn
Francis, Colchester Town Manager, submitted her presentation to DHCD for review and consideration
(below). A number of the items are noted and addressed in the recommendations. However, the idea to
create a new designation program for industrial areas was not supported. As mentioned above, many felt the
concept conflicted with goals to integrate industrial and commercial uses into growth centers and research
was mixed on the need throughout the state. The group felt the best way to support industrial uses within
the state was to rationalize and simplify the Growth Center program, provide additional incentives and
increase education and outreach to encourage designations.
----

DHF Panel Presentation for AIV Environmental Seminar on 8/21/13
Adapted from testimony previously prepared for LCRCC/GBIC on Growth Center legislation.




Why should we care about industrial parks as growth centers?
What should be done to ensure Vermont has employment/job centers for industrial/office
park areas and what incentives should be provided?
How can you help?

Passion for this issue because I’ve been dealing with it for my entire career with no resolution. As a former
municipal planner and economic development director, I witnessed firsthand the difficulties applicants and
developers of industrially zoned properties had in permitting, developing and operating on their sites.
As lobbyist who advocated on behalf of business the last 8 years, I also witnessed the legislative process in
which policymakers seem fixated on creating compact, walkable village centers and protecting natural
resources rather than recognizing the need for areas that provide jobs, goods and services needed by our
society and aren't compatible with residential uses. Since becoming town manager, already fielded 3 calls
from residents complaining about noise and traffic associated with an industrial park near their
neighborhood.
Agricultural uses are allowed as a right in Vermont, why not industrial or manufacturing areas - job
opportunity zones? We compete with other states who have shovel ready sites – ie. NY with Empire Zones

Why should we be considering industrial parks as a growth center or provide incentives for this
type of use?
Many industrial or heavy commercial uses are not welcome in downtowns or immediately adjacent to
residential areas. Zoning evolved as a result of the need to “protect residential, agricultural and other
areas from undue concentrations of population and overcrowding of land and buildings, from traffic
congestion, from inadequate parking and the invasion of through traffic, and from the loss of
peace, quiet and privacy” (excerpt from T.24, Chapter 117 State Planning Goals)
A broader perspective on the public value of certain types of planned economic development must be
provided within the state’s planning and development regulations.
Vermont communities seek to balance our sense of place and the conservation of natural resources with
the need for growth and development that supports the economic vitality of the state’s downtowns and
village centers as well as value added industry that provide jobs for Vermonters. Without employment, our
society would be in economic decline, which then robs the resources needed to maintain a quality
environment. Thoughtful land use planning which would lead to expedited permitting of industrial locations
would support the goals of the development community and land conservationists. Unfortunately, the
growth center legislation adopted to date and some of the more recent changes contemplated to Act 250
do not recognize the value of industrial uses and excludes from designation outlying areas that
communities have zoned and permitted to promote prosperity.
Currently, much of the language in our statutes speaks to the necessity of avoiding or protecting natural
and historic resources in growth centers, instead of acknowledging that their conversion within designated
areas are justified as a means to encourage infill development and avoid the process of leapfrogging from
acceptable landscape to acceptable landscape.
Properly crafted, industrial zones can be a tool for both economic development and the protection of natural
resources. By encouraging infill development in industrial zones that have already been permitted outside
of downtowns, a municipality can protect natural resources by virtue of where it provides shovel ready sites
and incentives for employers to locate. As Greg Brown former Executive Director of the CCPRC once
testified, “Without incentives to cluster in well-planned growth centers, industrial and large office uses will
follow rational decision-making and locate on land that meets other criteria such as price and room to
expand, characteristics often found in low density rural areas. Continuation of this scattered land use
pattern would dictate continued dependence on individual cars for commuting, not transit.”
The Regional planning and development organizations for Chittenden County (CCRPC/GBIC)\. recently did
a comprehensive economic development strategy which included an inventory of industrially zoned lands.
The study found, that within 4 years, the land available for manufacturing and office parks will be used up.
Chitt. Co. is the economic engine of Vermont as more than a third of all jobs statewide are located there.
Vermont actually has a higher percentage of jobs in high value added manufacturing than the national
average. Without high value added manufacturing and the jobs as well as other multiplier affects, our
economy will decline, which then puts pressure on social services and resources needed to maintain a
quality environment.
There is an on-going need for the location of value added land uses typically associated with undesirable,
but generally unavoidable, impacts such as night lighting, night-time employee arrivals/departures and night

truck deliveries/outputs that would be disruptive to a residential neighborhood. The same incentives
provided for downtowns and designated growth centers are also needed for Industrial Parks to construct
infrastructure such as sewer, water and stormwater as well as multi-modal (most probably bus) locations
for worker transportation.
Possible Incentives
 Waiver of Act 250 process/On the Record Review or presumption of compliance if certain state and
local permits have been granted.
 Have permitted uses only in prepermitted industrial parks, no conditional uses.
 Lower level of service thresholds for transportation in the Act 250 and local review process allowed
 Address the “last one in pays” issue.
 Special consideration of state funding for infrastructure in industrial parks (need to change statutory
language to recognize employment zones/job centers in addition to downtowns/villages)
 Allowance of development in industrial parks without having to pay for ag or natural resource
mitigation.
 Low interest financing of infrastructure.
What needs to be done legislatively?
An acknowledgement of their importance in growth center/planning and funding legislation just as natural
resources and agricultural uses are currently recognized.
Suggested language to add to Growth Center bill:
(Refer to Senate Bill 17 for language as well)
It is acknowledged that there are areas that may not be appropriate for, or compatible with existing
uses within the downtown, village center, new town center or growth centers. Therefore, in order to
enhance the quality of the aforementioned centers and to create a place for inconsistent uses to
locate without sprawling into the countryside, industrial zones shall be recognized and include
lands that may not be contiguous to the above described areas, but have clearly defined
boundaries that are zoned or permitted for industrial or business use as of January, 2010 and that
have been approved by one or more municipalities in their municipal plans to accommodate a
share of the industrial and business growth anticipated by the municipality or municipalities over a
20-year period. These zones shall to the fullest extent possible, function as a single integrated area
and provide functional connections to the designated growth centers located within a community.
These functional connections mean areas connected by existing or planned public or private
infrastructure.
Industrial Parks that have been in existence as of January, 2010, that are within a community that
has an adopted plan, zoning and subdivision bylaws, and have an existing Act 250 permit shall be
waived from the Act 250 process.
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